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ABSTRACT 
Generalizing a result of Weyl, we give some f3ufikient conditions for a real 
sequence (a,) to satisfy the relation limN,, l/N zm1 et%=0 for almost every 
y E R. 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group with a countable base of 
its topology, d the group of continuous characters of G. We put 
(“ax” denotes a Haarmeasure of G). af is defined by a/(z) = f(a + z), 
x, a E G; we have llaflll= Ilflll; II&= llflls for a E 0, f E D(G), L2(G) mp. 
The Fourier-transform p is defined by f(h) = SC f(x)R(x)dx, iL E 8, f E Ll(G). 
Let (a,) be a sequence of elements in G; we consider the following 
relations : 
(i) 1in-b Ill/N zal anfIll = 0 for every f E D(G), j f(x)dx=O 
(ii) lim2v Ill/N 2 -1 anfl12= 0 for every f E L1 n D(G), J f(x)dz=O 
(iii) 1imN l/N Em1 h(a,) = 0 for every nontrivial character h E (? 
(iv) limhr l/N g--1 h(a,) = 0 for almost every character F, E 8. 
It can be shown that (i) + (iii) + (ii); and that (ii) =+ (iii), (iii) =+ (i), 
if and only if G is compact. ([a]) For G the one dimensional torus, the 
relation (iii) + (ii) was proofed in [3]. 
For non-compact groups we can proof the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a countable set of elements f E &l(G) satisfying 
a) for almost every h E 0 exists f E F such that f(h) # 0, let (Ni) be a 
subsequence of the natural numbers satisfying 
b) lim,+, Nt+l/Nc = 1 and 
4 x1 lll/Ni 221 u,f II: < 00 for every f E F. Then (iv) holds. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let r be an invariant metric on G, (a,) a sequence 
such that for some c> 0 
~(a,, a,) >c holds if n#m 
then (iv) holds. 
COROLLARY 2. If G= R, (a,) is an increasing sequence, satisfying: 
a,+~-aa,>nd for some .6> - 1, then (iv) holds. 
REMARK. These results generalize a result of Weyl, for other gener- 
alizations see [l] p. 24. For G = R both corollaries are easy consequences 
of a well known result of KOKSMA [2]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. For f E F we put gN,f= (l/N x-l a,f)^, then 
(1) gN,f @) = (; $l h(a,)) f(h) t&h) = h(&h)!) 
and by Plancherel’s theorem and by c). 
As P is countable (2) implies that 
(3) lim gNds,(h) = 0 for every f E P and a.e. h E 8. 
N-02 
By (l), (3) and a) we have 
(4) lim 
i--+ca 
k m21 h(a,) =0 for a.e. h E c?. 
If Nt<N<Nf+i then 
and (iv) follows from (4) and b). 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. Let U = (x: x E G, ~(0, x) <c/2), F a coun- 
table dense subset of those elements of D(G) whose support is contained 
in U. Clearly F satisfies condition a). If n # m then it is easy to verify 
that support (a,f) n support (a,f) = (b if n # m. 
Therefore we have 
If we put Nt=i2 we obtain 
jI Ilk I ~~fll~=llfll~ %:I $ <w, 
b) and c) holds and Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. If we choose k E N such that 1 + 6> l/k we 
obtain for some d>O 
(5) a,+1 -a, a d((n + l)llk - nllk ) (we may assume that d=l, k>l). 
For f E D(B) with support contained in (0, 1) we define 
fm= 2 a,f; 
wPsnc(m+l)k 
we have IIf~ll~~((~+l)k-~k)IIfII~ and support (fm) n support (fn) =@ 
if In--m]> 1 by (5). 
Therefore we obtain 
II nfI h&G l12mT, f2412+ ll,+~<, fznt+h= ( 2mT, Ilf2&Y+ 
+ ( 2 Ilfzm+lll;)f= P( 2 m(k-l)))* = w@‘2), 
2m+1<al m-Cal 
this implies 
(6) 
If we put Nt=ik and if F consists of the characteristic functions of the 
intervals (0, l/n), n > 1, Corollary 2 follows from (6) and Theorem 1. 
(It is easy to see, that condition a) holds.) 
REMARK. If G=R (’ ) ’ pl iv im ies, that for almost every y E R, y> 0 
lirnlv l/N x-1 e2ns%lr= 0 for every k E 2, k# 0 or, by Weyl’s criterion 
(a,) is uniformly distributed modulo y for almost every y>O. ([l], $ 3). 
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